Former Trustee and Historical Virginia Figure Turns 200 This Year

Angie Way

William L. Owen of Halifax had at least two sons attend Hampden-Sydney College, and he served as a Trustee of our College from 1876 until his death in 1881. His election as Trustee was likely influenced by his importance to Virginia during the harsh years after the Civil War and Reconstruction. During that time he was part of the major actions of the government and citizens to bring Virginia back into the Union, an effort which found him alongside, and sometimes caught between, many erstwhile advocates of the New South and Southern traditionalists.

He was a merchant by occupation and spent time after the Civil War in the state legislature, representing Halifax County. In a letter to John Bennett dated May 19, 1865, Owen sums up the economic state of himself and Virginia: “I shall lose largely by the war tho’ I made no investments in Confederate securities and at no time had any confidence in Confederate money. But the failure of the Confederacy carries with it all of our Banks and probably most of the State and County securities.”

He was elected to the legislature in 1865, and two years later was selected to represent Halifax at the Constitutional Convention for Reconstitution from winter 1867 to spring 1868. Owen voted as a Conservative throughout the convention with only one exception: he voted with the Radicals against a “roll call on the adoption of a minority report of one exception: he voted with the Radicals against the proposed constitu- tion were contro- versial to Virgin- ians, especially those provisions dealing with the disenfranchisement of former Confederates and suffrage. Politicians in the state urged compromise to allow a state- wide vote on the constitution. In order to determine the form and action of the compro- mise, “invitations for a conference to some of the prominent men of the state” were sent by conservative leaders. The meeting was held on December 31, 1868, in Richmond, with its main action being the formation of a committee “to go to Washington and make known to Congress the willingness of the members...to seek to obtain the best possible terms in regard to a constitu- tion.” William L. Owen was a member of that committee, which became known in Virginia history as the “Committee of Nine.”

The group traveled to Washington and met for about two weeks with committees of the United States Congress and President-elect Ulysses S. Grant. Their message was simple: Virginians were willing to compromise on suffrage in return for amending the disenfranchisement issues, and they hoped that Grant would not “demand a vote on the constitution as a whole, [but instead] submit the more controversial clauses for a separate vote.” “...Grant, who, without committing himself to [the committee’s] policy, agreed that the disfranchise- ment, test oath, and township clauses would have harmful effects.”

Many other entities were also present in Washington at the time, and the Committee of Nine worked hard to support the idea that the members were the voice of the majority of Virginians. The level of their success is clear, as more consideration and more advocates followed them to Washington. The Richmond Whig newspaper proclaimed, “We do not doubt that the committee which went to Washington and made known to Congress the willingness of the members...to seek to obtain the best possible terms in regard to a constitu- tion.”

The final sign that the Committee of Nine had some success was the adoption of the Under- wood Constitution in an 1869 referendum, with some of the more controversial portions voted on
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I appreciated very much Wayne Tucker’s “Museum” article about the Wauchope family and their boarding house trials! I can clarify some of the rest of the story of the house itself. Your August 2007 exchanges with George Bass and Wayne’s article focus on the family that was there in the early 1890s. For several years now I have been zealously researching and writing the history of the College Presbyterian Church, and I can pick up the story of that house from different parts of my own manuscript. I’m not sure how long these struggling Wauchopes managed to keep their boarding house afloat, but certainly College Church bought the house from them in 1907 and retained its ownership until 1920. In the 1880s the College Church minister was housed in the church manse, which was then the “Kinderton” house in Worsham (it burned in 1975). Some of the ministers of that era frankly wanted to be in the Hampden-Sydney village, but the church officers felt that moving their pastor’s residence to “The Hill” would seem to be favoring the academic community over the church’s rural constituency, so it was kept at Worsham.

The Wauchope house itself could not have been moved before the mid 1880s, when the electric service came to the village, and President William E. Thompson, College historian and pastor of the church, arranged for wiring to be installed in the manse (i.e., the Wauchope house) and the church; we can certainly imagine that this was largely exposed wiring and switches. The Gammons lived there somewhat reluctantly for two years without agitating about another residence, in large part because World War I was going on and it was a time of sacrifice and simplicity. However, very soon after the war was over, Dr. Gammon began agitating in early 1919 for a better manse with a more prominent location. A legal arrangement was finally approved between the Church and the College on 2 May 1920, whereby the church gave the house to the College in exchange for a lot on College Road just north of the church, where the present manse was then built and occupied in November of that year. I’m not sure when the original Wauchope house was demolished, but the present ranch model Wauchope House was constructed in 1967.